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INTRODUCTION 

During a nine-week visit to Portugal, May to July 1979, I was able 
to meke a series of observations at a nest of Black-winged Kites . Elanus 
caeruleus (see Table I). They were nesting in the same area of the Alto 
Alentejo in which COLLAR (1978) had studied them; four other pailS of 
Kites were found locally, but no other nests were discovered. Of particular 
interest here is that a full sequence from nest construction to fledging 
of young has been recorded, and that this included building at two nest 
sites simultaneously. 

METHODS 

Much of the thirty-four hours of watching took place from a vehicle 
parked some two hundred metres from the nest-trees (see Figure I); the 
birds were very suspicious of a hide erected about sixty metres from the 

(Great Bustard Trust 41, Dover Street, London WJ X 3RB). 
ICBP 219c Huntingdon Rad, Cambridge CB3 ODL U.K. 
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second nest-tree, and tended to avoid it, so I saw little from this position. 
The birds were viewed through Zeiss 10 x 40 J3 and Zeiss Jena 20 - 40 x SO 
binoculars. After consultation with the relevant Portuguese authorities 
(Centro de Estudos de Migra~oes e Protec~ao de Aves) I we> able to make 
biometric measurements, using Pesola 50 g and 300 g spring balances. 
Two chicks were eventually tagged with CEMPA S.5 mm metal rings. 

THE SITE 

The Kites nested in the north-west corner of a hunting frn ge which 
covered over 375 ha (Figure I). About 200 ha of this was occupied by 
wheat and o~ t crops, th e rest be ing fallow or long-term pasture. Trees of 
evergreen oak (Quercus ilex) and cork oak (Q. suber) were scatterect, or 
in small clumps, throughout. Very occasionally, afte r the eggs had hatched , 
a Kite wandered outside the boundary shown , flying about 3 km north-t .st 
across a ridge to hunt over cerea l crops on these , lopes. Both nest· trees 
were situated in a wheat field near a track, and commanded views over 
the large expense of arable land which sloped away to the south-we,t. 

Table I summarizes the visits made, main breeding activiti e:; , and 
hatching of eggs (further data are tabulated later). These and other acti
vities are detailed below. The sexes of the birds and the roles they played 
were determined by following an individual until , and after, copulation 
occurred; during incubation the female . which took the major part of the 
sitting, exhibited a noticeable patch of disarranged feathers on the breast 
and underparts. The b' rds were totally inseparable by any other criteria 
at the ranges seen. 

General Activity 

When not directly concerned with nesting, both birds spent a large 
amount of time perched on trees, especially during the hotter parts of the 
day (when they would perch inside the canopy). They usually remained 
in the vicinity of the nest, particularly on one «sentry-tree», about fifty 
metres from the nest-tree. Most pellets were found under this perch . 
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Fig. 1 - Sketch Map ot Nesting Area of Black -winged Kites, P ortugal 1979. 
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Preening was a frequent and prolonged activity, which, apart from 
working uropygeal oil into the breast, back and underwing, incorporated 
the foll owing comfort movements: direct scratch ' ng of head and bill, Iwo
wing stretch (both wings raised slowly to th eir full extent vertica lly above 
the back, as the body is lowered forwards). one-wing stretch (a wing 
extended to the side of the body), wing-r nd-Ieg stretch (one wing extended 
back and over beyond the ta il, and the leg on the same side stretched back 
under the tail), feath er-ruffling and yawning (the gape fully open ed and 
neck stretched forwards for two or th ree seconds). The female preened more 
often, but the longest session seen, twenty-four minutes. was by the male. 
He 2.1one interrupted preening on a few occasions to perform tail-cock ing, 
where the body was held in a rather erect posture, with wings drooping, 
the tail flicked upwards repeatedly, each time falling back to place, and the 
head was waved rhythm ically from side to side. 

Hunting was IHgely confined to morning and evening, when upto five 
small mammals would be captured in about one and a ha lf hours; during 
incubation the male caught most of the food , and presented it 10 Ihe 
female (see below). Prey was located by hovering ten to fifty metres pbove 
the ground, swooping and soaring to new positions. When stooping. the 
wings were held rigidly in a sharp <<V», the legs dangled, and the bird 
«parachuted» onto its victim. The Kites could also plane into the breeze, 
when the legs and toes were used as rudders and brrkes (e.g. by closing or 
spreading the toes) to maintain a stationary position or a gentle g!ide; 
however, such techn iques were generally reserved for gaining access 10 the 
nest. Very strong winds deterred the b'rds from huntine. They fed by carrying 
prey in one or both feet 10 a favourite perch where it wrs pinned to the 
branch, di;membered, and consumed; some ilems were swallowed whole. 
The bill was then wiped on a twig and the toes picked clean. Pellets (see 
Table 4) were produced with violent retching movements. 

Before incubation commenced, the birds went to roost three-quarters 
to an hour after sunset, some distance from the nest-tree, and r pparently 
roosted together, although it was always too dark to con firm this. 

Nesling 

At the slart of the period, copulation, collection of nest material, and 
nest-building were closely associated activities and undertaken by both hirds. 
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Prior to incubation, the pair-bond was pcobably strengthened by thc male 
presenting food to the female. Mating was frequent dur ing the first few 
days, occurring about once per hour, and taking place mostly in one or two 
favoured trees. The female wo uld fly to the male who wo uld already be 
sitting in one of the «copulation-trees», and displace him from his perch. 
She then adopted her copulation post ure of legs spread and braced, and body 
tilted slightly forward . The male stood on her back, balancing with outspread 
wings while the female curved up her tai l so that the male could achieve 
cloacal contact (see photographs in CO LLAR, 1978). The ceremony lasted 
five to ten seconds. Copulation was sometimes a ttempted by the male. or 
invited by the female, without the pa rtner responding, so that coupling did 
not take place. 

Following copulation, both birds, or the male alone (the female re
maining behind to preen) visi ted nearby oak trees to collect twigs for the 
nest. The branch lets for th e nest-base we re usually torn from the bole of 
the tree, complete with leaves, by perching on a branch and tugging, uti
lizing both legs and wings (Figure 2). Smaller material was collected by 
clipping thin shoots from branches with the bill. The "twigs were ferried 
in the bill to the nest site; once ·the male carried a bough in his feet, but 
It was dropped after a short distance. At the nesting tree, the bird hovered 
briefly before dropping slowly into the tree, with feet dangling. The fastest 
rate of construction recorded was fourteen twigs deposi ted in one hour, 
from a total of twenty-five in five hours. After visiting "the nest, a bird 
would either perch and preen briefly, 'or hunt (nearly always without 
success), before copulating with its partner or collecting more material. 
Earlier in the year, at another site, N. J. COLLAR (pers. comm.) saw 
nest-building birds copulate three times in three-quarters of an hour, after 
each visit by the male; in this instance both birdswere gathering grass 

from an olive-grove, but the female was less resolute in this activity, 
discarding her materia l to wr tch the male from a tree perch. 

At my site, all nest-building activity was initially concentrated on one 
Q. ilex tree, about three hundred metres from another tree where a bird 
was seen to deposit a twig on the second day of watching. Subsequently, 
the construction effort shifted gradually to this second site, where the eggs 
were eventually laid. The result of nest-building at the first site - a thin 
platform of twigs resembling the nest of a Wood Pigeon, Columba palurn
bus - only became visible after three days' activity; the first inspection of 
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the second site a few days after the first had been finally abandoned 
revealed ·a complete nest, with two eggs. 

The male was seen presenting food to the female on one occasion: 
she was perched at the first nest-si te when he arrived with a large, green 
dragonfly in his beak. The exact sequence was obscured by branches, but 
he probably trapped it to a branch with his foot, from where the female 
could take it (see below). 

Incubation 

A total (If five eggs were laid, which the female incubated almost 
exclusively, having food brought to her by the male. I saw the male on the 
nest once only, while the female sat preening on the «sentry-tree». From 
here, she mobbed a passing Buzzard, Buteo buteo, before returning to 
reclaim the nest. She apparently incubated all night, while the male roosted 
in a nearby tree. The five eggs were weighed a.nd numbered to foll"w 
their progress (Table 2). At first, they were arranged as in Figure 3a, but 
egg 5 was found to have broken , and I therefore removed it; the fema,le 
then arranged the eggs as in Figure 3b. Unfortunately. egg 3 was also 
damaged by having its side pushed in by one of the other eggs. I re-arranged 
the eggs as in Figure 3c to prevent further damage to egg 3, but on my 
next inspection the positioning had reverted to 3b, and egJ 3 was badly 
crushed, so it too was removed. 

During incubation, the male generally supplied food for the female . 
Sometimes he would present items to her at the nest, when she would stand 
up on the nest-rim, consume the prey, and resume sitting. More usually, 
hvwever, he would carry food to the «sentry-tree» , which was visible from 
the nest. Here, he would pin it t(l a branch with his talons, and within a few 
seconds, the female would fly from nest-tree, alight on a branch below him, 
tlh the item ~rom under his foot with her beak, transfer it to her own 
claws, and tnen flap to a higher branch to consume it, before returning 
to the nest. This procedure continued until the female no longer came to 
take the offering (usually after three meals in the evening: no early-morning 
watches were undertaken during incubation) when the male either consumed 
the prey directly, or flew down to a second tree to eat. Once, the male was 
rather hasty in leaving the «sentry-tree» to eat at his perch. The female 
chased him to it, pushed him off the f(lod , with much wing-flapping, grabbed 



Fig. 2 - Kite tugging, usi ng both legs and wings to tear branchlets from holes. 

8 

!"ig. 3 - Arrangement of eggs: a) Initial: b) After one egg broken and removed, a. second 
egg being crushed: c) Re-arrangement effected during nest-inspection. 
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Fig. 4 - Diagram of a Kite mobbing a Buzzard (see text for details). 
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and ate the item, and then returned to the nest , via a short stop or. the 
«sentry-tree» to clean her bill. Very few, if any, vocalisations were made 
during incubation: indeed, this pair were remarkably silent, rarely giving 
their character is tic flight calls (COLLAR, 1978) even when a ttacking 
e~emies. 

Incubation was marked by long spells of inactivity: one watch from 
14.10 did not produce a single sighting until the female vacated the nest 
as I approached to check it at 20.20. On other occasions, the female would 
leave the nest briefly, going to the «sentry-tree», or perching alongside 
the nest itself, to exercise. She would stre tch her wings and fan her tail, 
scratch her head and bill, and perform wing-and-leg stretches, spreoding 
all the primaries, and the toes. The brood-patch was quite distinct, and most 
of her preening activity was concentrated here in manipulating her dish
evelled breast and belly feathers. Very rare ly, she would leave to hunt for 
herself. Copulat 'on still continued after incubation had started, and one or 
two more twigs were added to the nest whilst eggs were being laid. 

Interspecific interactions 

The Kites did not obviously react to even close approach to the nest 
by M ontagu's Harrier Circus pygargus, Black Kite Milvus migrans. White 
Stork C. ciconia, and Great Grey Shrike Lanius excubitor. They appeared 
to be sharing the area with a pair of Kestrels Fa/co tinnunculus, although 
the nest of these birds was never found ( the tree I suspected was protected 
by wild bees). Kite and Kestrel could be seen hovering together at dusk. 

The male once drove away a Magpie Pica pica which was mobbing the 
female as she was feeding, and both birds were active in chasing Jays 
Garrulus glandarius from near the nest. However, by far the most aggressive 
mobbing was reserved for Buzzards, which elicited strong attacks even 
when some considerable distance - upto half a kilometre - from the nest. 
I came to recognise the approa.ch of a Buzzard by the way a Kite would 
suddenly launch itself into the air, and adopt a swift, direct flight. Coming 
up behind the Buzzard , the Kite would stoop down on it. but it was not all 
one-sided. As the Kite descended, the Buzzard reared and hovered , so tha t 
the Kite over-shot, and as it did, the Buzzard stabbed at it with its beak. 
To avoid being struck, the Kite was forced to roll and soar away before 
making the next stoop (Figure 4). 
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On the whole, the Kites ignored human disturbance, or were very 
.etiring in the face of it. During nest-building, a bird on the (<sentry-tree» 
would fly to a farther perch when a t",ctor passed on the track; during 
incubation, such disturbance rarely caused the female to leave the nest. 
When I approached on foot to inspect the nest, the female flew off at "bout 
100 to 150 metres distance, and perched on the «sentry-tree». As I closed in, 
she took flight, and began to soar above the site. At this point, she would 
he joined by the male, and both circled together to a considerable height, 
becoming invisible to the naked eye. As mentioned earlier. this pair rarely 
uttered any calls, and certainly none was heard when I visited the nest. 

The chicks 

Of the five eggs laid, three hatched: numbers 1 and 4within a day of 
each other, and number 2 three days later. This last chick was clearly a runt, 
and I decided to try to rear it by hand, since it seemed doomed to be killed 
otherwise (see COLLAR, 1978). Unfortunately, it fared no better under 
artificial conditions, dying two days later, apparently from some gastric 
disorder since the gut was distended and bloated. The other two chicks 
were labelled by wrapping wire-ties (as supplied with plastic bags) loosely 
around their tarsi , and they were weighed at intervals. Immediately he fore 
I left Portugal, these two were marked with metal rings, and subsequent 
measurements were made by PRIMROSE RIDLEY-THOMAS. Their 
development is charted in Table 3. 
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DISCUSSION 

The dual nest-building exhibited by this pair is interesting. Given 
that it took three days just to prepare the base of the first nest, it is almost 
impossible that they could have built to completion a second in a similar 
if not shorter period of time: they were still building at both si tes on May 5, 
but the first egg was laid probably on May 7 (see below). Furthermore, 
none of the twigs in the second nest had green leaves, confirming that 
th is was and old site. Perhaps, they were intending to build a new nest, near 
to the previous one, but <were 'discouraged by the presence of a pair of 
Kestrels nearby. This is not likely since the falcons were already present 
when the Kites started building, and no ".ggressive encounters were observed 
between these species at any time. A second possibility is that the Kites fully 
intended to raise young at the old site, but were preparing a new nest for 
future use. It may be that one nest is used over one or more seasons until 
it is no longer viable, and the birds then simply move to a new site which 
has been under construction for some ,time; this would imply that pair bonds 
are permanent. Future observations in the area may shed more light on 
this matter (see postscript). 

Eggs were first found on May 9 - a clutch of two. The next mid-day, 
a further egg was present. However, the first incubation behaviour (the 
female disappearing into the nest-tree for the night) was observed on May 8. 
Inspection of the data in Table I, plus the above evidence, suggests that 
the eggs were laid ·daily, in the afternoon or early evening, beginning on 
May 7. Since the eggs also hatched daily, incubation would have begun 
wIth the first egg, and lasted 31 days, inclusive of laying and hatchIng. 

Table 3 indicates that chicks gain weight very rapidly, but that food 
was shared equally since the second soon matched the first. Both were flying, 
although remaining in the vicinity of '.he nest, withi n 30 days of being 
hatched. 

POSTSCRIPT 

Subsequent visits were made to the site in the springs of 1980 and 1981. 
All the land in the former hunting area which previously had been culti
vated had become grassy fallow. Kites were no longer present, although a 
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pair of birds were seen regularly in an adjecent area (which included crops); 
it was impossible to say if these were the same as the pair watched in 1979. 

During a tour of the Alto Alentejo in 1980, I counted at least 12 indi
vidual Blanck-winged Kites, including tho;e mentioned above, but none 
bore rings. To date (January 1982) CEMPA has received no records of the 
young birds ringed in 1979. 
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TABLE J - Log of observations at Black·winged Kite nesting site. Times given in GMT. 

Da.te nay Time Hours Nest· Copula· 
Eggs Chicks 

building tions 

May 0830-1300 4.5 Site 1 5 
2 2 0845-12 15 3.5 Site 1 & 2 4 
3 3 2045-2 145 1.0 I 
5 5 1)915-0945 0.5 Sitel&2 
6 6 1430-1530 1.0 Site 2 
8 8 2115-2145 0.5 
9 9 1030-1215 1.75 Site 2 2 

10 10 1500 3 
14 14 1800 5. 
16 16 1100-1330 2.5 2 
18 18 1400-1700 3.0 
23 23 4 
24 24 1900-2130 2.5 
26 26 1700-2100 4.0 
30 30 1410-2020 6.0 
31 31 4b 

June 32 1900-2100 2.0 
4 35 4c 
8 40 1330 2d I 
10 42 2 
12 44 1730 3. 
14 46 1830-1945 1.25 

o - one egg broken; b - one egg crushed; c-crushed egg removed; d-one egg 
hatching; e - runt removed. 

TABLE 2 - Fate of eggs 

Date Laid Number W eight (g) Date Hatched Chick Number 

May 7 4 19.7 June 7 101 

8 I 20.5 June 8 102 
9 3 20.3 broken 

10 5 
or 

20.3 broken 
11 2 19.9 June 11 died 
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TABLE 3 - Development of chicks 

Date Wt. ot 101 (g) Wt. ot 102 (g) Plumage Development 

June 8 13.8 Downy, legs pink 

10 21.5 23.1 » » » 

12 34.8 34.0 » » » 

15 69.0 66.0 Pin feathers on wings 

18 106.0 99.0 Egg tooth gone, grey feathers 
emerging. 

20 138.0 127.0 Future plumage pattern defined, 
legs yellow. 

23 183.0 177.0 (Rings applied) 

27 253.0 248.0 

30 251.0 248.0 Black shoulders obvious 

July 5 283 .0+ +/- mottled brown of juv., 
tail feathers short 

9 fledged fledged Juvenile 

TABLE 4 - Mean measurements of 16 fresh Kite pellets 

Length Breadth Volume Weight Density 
(mm) (mm) (emS) Cg) (g.em·S) 

Mean 2.8 1.9 9.1 1.4 0.17 

Std. Error 0.6 0.4 4.9 0.7 0.Q7 
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